Clinical microbiology and public health laboratories are beginning to utilize next-generation sequencing (NGS) for a range of applications. This technology has the potential to transform the field by providing approaches that will complement, or even replace, many conventional laboratory tests. While the benefits of NGS are significant, the complexities of these assays require an evolving set of standards to ensure testing quality. Regulatory and accreditation requirements, professional guidelines, and best practices that help ensure the quality of NGS-based tests are emerging. This review highlights currently available standards and guidelines for the implementation of NGS in the clinical and public health laboratory setting, and it includes considerations for NGS test validation, quality control procedures, proficiency testing, and reference materials. N ext-generation sequencing (NGS) is transforming the landscape of clinical microbiology and public health laboratories. The applications of NGS are wide-ranging and include wholegenome sequencing, microbiome analysis/metagenomics, transcriptome profiling, infectious disease diagnosis, pathogen discovery, and public health surveillance. For example, NGS has recently been used to better understand hospital outbreaks and inform infection control practices (1), and it can be used in the clinical microbiology laboratory to identify unknown organisms, predict antimicrobial resistance, assess virulence gene content, and inform molecular epidemiology efforts (2). Metagenomic "unbiased" NGS applications, coupled with recently developed bioinformatics solutions (3-5) that enable the identification of all pathogens directly from a clinical sample based on sequence homology, have the potential to complement or even replace current standard clinical laboratory tests. For example, the use of metagenomics combined with a rapid bioinformatics pipeline recently facilitated a clinically actionable diagnosis of neuroleptospirosis when conventional testing was initially unable to identify the causative organism (6). A number of agencies are working to bring NGS into the public health laboratory setting. For example, through the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Advanced Molecular Detection (AMD) Initiative, national, state, and local partners are beginning to incorporate NGSbased methods into disease surveillance systems. AMD initiatives include broad applications of NGS to address public health problems, including vaccine improvement, identification of emerging threats, and tracking diseases and outbreaks (http://www.cdc.gov /amd/). The CDC, Food and Drug Administration (FDA), National Institutes of Health (NIH), National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), National Library of Medicine, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture/Food Safety and Inspection Service (USDA/FSIS) have established an Interagency Collaboration on Genomics and Food Safety (Gen-FS), with the goal of fostering timely access to genomic data for foodborne pathogen surveillance and outbreak response (http://www.cdc.gov/oid/docs/bsc _oid_fsma_surv_wg_2015_annual_report.pdf). Both the emergence of affordable and user-friendly benchtop sequencers and the resources and funding made available through federal initiatives have helped transition NGS into public health laboratories. A 2014 survey conducted by the Association of Public Health Laboratories (APHL) revealed that public health laboratories are embracing the adoption of NGS technologies, especially for foodborne pathogen surveillance activities (7). The APHL survey also indicated that the use of NGS in public health laboratories is expected to expand and be applied to an increasing diversity of public health investigations and applications (7). For example, the New York State Department of Health is now using whole-genome sequencing to track the emergence of drug resistance for influenza virus (8).
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Several issues and capacity gaps were identified by the 2014 APHL survey, including the need to identify public health laboratory NGS applications beyond sequencing of foodborne pathogens, the development and support of information technology (IT) infrastructure, and the need for training of public health laboratorians (7) . Additional issues have been identified that should be addressed to fully realize the integration of NGS into the clinical and public health laboratory setting. These include reducing the cost and turnaround time of sequencing, the development of fully automated user-friendly sequencing and data analysis pipelines, the creation of comprehensive and well-curated reference genome databases, curation of genotype-phenotype correlations for clinically relevant microorganisms (for example, when making predictions about antimicrobial resistance), establishment of proficiency testing (PT) and quality control (QC) measures, and the development of practice guidelines to ensure the quality of NGS-based tests (7, (9) (10) (11) (12) . This review highlights currently available standards and guidelines for the implementation of NGS in the clinical and public health laboratory setting, and it includes considerations for NGS test validation, QC procedures, PT, and reference materials.
NGS WORKFLOW
NGS is a term used to represent different technologies that enable massively parallel sequencing of clonally amplified or single DNA molecules. High-throughput sequencing approaches have been commercially available for over a decade, and the technologies continue to evolve and improve (13) . The various commercially available platforms differ in the chemistries used, read lengths, and throughput capabilities and can be divided into short-read and long-read sequencing technologies (9) . While short-read technologies (e.g., read lengths in the hundreds of bases) offer a lower per-base cost of sequencing, they are challenged with creating finished high-quality genomes because longer reads are needed to fill in sequence gaps. The emergence of long-read sequencing platforms, which can produce reads tens of kilobases in length, allows for the finishing of microbial genomes for well under $1,000 per genome (14) . Short-read technologies are sufficient for microbial genomic analyses, including strain typing, outbreak tracing, and pangenome surveys. However, studies that investigate structural variants (e.g., genome rearrangements, duplications, or deletions) or interspersed repeats (particularly insertion sequences) are limited when short-read technologies are used, because these large gaps or repeated regions can be difficult or impossible to resolve without the use of a long-read technology.
Despite the differences in NGS technologies, the sequencing workflows of most NGS platforms are conceptually similar and are made up of both wet-lab (i.e., sample processing steps) and dry-lab (i.e., the data analysis performed using a bioinformatics pipeline) steps (Fig. 1) . The wet-lab process steps may include DNA extraction and quantification (or for RNA viral sequencing or microbial transcriptome profiling studies, RNA-to-cDNA conversion by reverse transcription), followed by a library preparation step, where the DNA is fragmented, and adaptors are added to each fragment and amplified prior to sequence generation (15) . The dry-lab steps are composed of commercial and/or laboratorydeveloped custom software tools and scripts that are assembled to create a bioinformatics pipeline used to perform the sequence analysis steps.
The bioinformatics workflow can be considered in terms of primary, secondary, and tertiary analyses ( Fig. 1) (16) . Primary analysis is the process of converting the images or signals from the instrument into base calls that are assigned quality scores. These quality scores describe the probability that a base has been correctly assigned. During secondary analysis, primary sequence data are further processed and assessed for quality, trimmed, and filtered based on laboratory-established quality thresholds. The sequence reads are either aligned to a reference sequence, or in the absence of a reference, assembled to create a full-length sequence using a process referred to as de novo assembly. Tertiary analysis is the stage when results are interpreted, clinically significant findings are identified, and a final report is generated. The tertiary analyses steps may include pathogen identification, variant calling, functional annotation, taxonomic classification, etc.
The primary, secondary, and tertiary analysis steps involve substantial automated informatics components, which is a significant change in operations for many clinical and public health laboratories. For example, the majority of laboratories do not routinely establish or maintain large computational servers and databases that are necessary for NGS applications (11) . Similarly, the use of bioinformatics tools for the analysis and interpretation of NGS data is not a routine skill set of most clinical and public health laboratorians. Education of the workforce will be critical for the successful adoption of NGS into the clinical and public health laboratory setting (11, 12) . There are a variety of commercially available software packages that contain complete bioinformatics workflows that are optimized for particular NGS applications, have a user-friendly graphical interface, and are designed for use by biologists without requiring knowledge of programming and scripting languages (e.g., CLC Genomics Workbench, Geneious, Bionumerics, Galaxy [https://galaxyproject.org/], and Illumina BaseSpace). These resources will help make NGS techniques more accessible to laboratory personnel lacking bioinformatics expertise.
STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF CLINICAL NGS
Standards to ensure the reliability of NGS-based test results, guidance for the application of regulatory requirements, and professional standards for human genetic analysis have been introduced. In 2012, the CDC's Next-Generation Sequencing: Standardization of Clinical Testing (Nex-StoCT) working group published the first consensus guidance document that presented recommendations for NGS test system validation, QC procedures, reference material, and PT mainly for human genetic testing. That same year, the College of American Pathologists (CAP) published a checklist specific to NGS as part of the molecular pathology check-
FIG 1
General NGS workflow. NGS workflows contain both wet-lab (and sample processing steps) and dry-lab (bioinformatics pipeline) steps. Sequence generation (primary analysis) occurs on the instrument and is the process of taking images or signals from the instrument and converting them into base calls that are assigned quality scores. During secondary analysis, primary sequence data are further processed and assessed for quality before either alignment to a reference sequence or de novo assembly is performed. During tertiary analysis, results are interpreted, clinically significant findings are identified, and a final report is generated. These workflow steps will vary depending on platform and application-specific requirements. Asterisk indicates metagenomics, or unbiased sequencing applications, do not require culture or isolation steps. list for accrediting clinical laboratories for human testing (17) . The CAP NGS checklist outlines requirements for documentation, validation, QC, and quality monitoring for both the sequencing (wet-lab) work and bioinformatics (dry-lab) steps. This checklist will provide the basis for a new checklist that is currently in development for infectious disease applications of NGS (9) . In 2013, the American College for Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) published detailed clinical laboratory standards for NGS as applied to human genetic testing (18) . Good laboratory practice guidelines that focus on considerations for the development and implementation of a clinical bioinformatics pipeline for human testing were also published by the CDC's Nex-StoCT II working group (16) . While the currently available guidelines cover various aspects and applications of NGS and may target different audiences, there is a general consensus on the recommendations presented across these publications. This is largely due to the fact that there was intentional overlap in the participants involved in developing the guidance documents.
Although the aforementioned initiatives were primarily directed to applications of NGS for human genetic testing of heritable diseases, many of the resulting recommendations and CAP checklist items are applicable to clinical microbiology and public health NGS applications. This commonality is largely due to the shared process steps in the NGS workflow and common certification and accreditation requirements. As such, these early guidance documents have been seminal in the development of an overall validation framework for clinical NGS and in the establishment of good laboratory practices for meeting regulatory and professional requirements. However, there are key differences between human genome sequencing and NGS-based approaches to infectious disease testing. One fundamental difference is the critical role of comprehensive reference databases for reference-based microbial sequencing methods, which is arguably less important for human NGS applications, given the availability of the human genome reference assembly. In addition, variant calling is essential for human NGS-based tests and is required in comparative genomic infectious disease applications (e.g., use of genomic variants for phylogenetic analysis, comparative genomics, or outbreak investigations); however, variant calling is not necessarily important for all infectious disease methods, e.g., pathogen detection. With the large variety of NGS-based infectious disease applications, assay-specific considerations will be required to ensure the quality of these diverse testing approaches. There have been a number of reports and reviews that highlight the diversity of NGS-based approaches that have the potential for use in clinical and public health laboratory settings (9, 11, 12, 19, 20) . Recently, guidance documents that include specific considerations for the use of NGS for infectious disease testing applications have become available, including the 2014 update of the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) MM-09 document "Nucleic acid sequencing methods in diagnostic laboratory medicine" (21) , as well as the publication of a validation framework for NGS and microbial forensics applications (20) . In the United Kingdom, the PHG Foundation released a 2015 report that presents a "road map" with over 30 recommendations to help achieve patient and population benefits from pathogen genomics (22) . The American Academy of Microbiology recently published the outcomes of a colloquium composed of subject matter experts tasked with defining the specific challenges and establishing recommendations for the transition of NGS from research to the clinical and public health laboratory setting (12) . In 2016, the FDA issued a draft guidance with recommendations for the establishment of analytical and clinical performance characteristics for NGS-based diagnostic devices for microbial identification and the detection of antimicrobial resistance and virulence markers (23) . The following sections will review the current paradigm of NGS test validation, including considerations for QC procedures, proficiency testing, and reference materials.
CONSIDERATIONS FOR NGS ASSAY VALIDATION AND QUALITY CONTROL
The majority of NGS-based assays currently used in the clinical setting for patient testing are laboratory-developed tests (LDTs). LDTs are defined as in vitro diagnostic tests that are developed by, manufactured by, and used within a single laboratory (http: //www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/ProductsandMedicalProcedures /InVitroDiagnostics/ucm407296.htm). The FDA released its draft guidance on the regulation of LDTs in October of 2014 (24); however, a final decision and specific details regarding the FDA's approach to the regulation of LDTs has yet to be established. In the United States, clinical laboratory tests, including those that make use of LDTs, are subject to the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) regulations, which require laboratories to establish analytical performance specifications for certain performance characteristics to ensure the analytical validity of test results prior to patient testing (25) . This process is commonly referred to as assay validation. Currently, there are three NGS instruments that are FDA cleared, including the class II exempt MiSeqDx, along with its associated reagent kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA), the Ion PGM Dx platform (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), and the Sentosa SQ301 (Vela Diagnostics, Fairfield, NJ), which were registered, listed, and can now be marketed under the same regulation (http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom /PressAnnouncements/ucm375742.htm, http://www.accessdata .fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfRL/rl.cfm?lidϭ427645&lpcdϭPFF, and http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfRL/rl .cfm?lidϭ430009&lpcdϭPFF, respectively). The use of these instruments still requires the establishment of laboratory-developed components (e.g., development of the bioinformatics pipeline) specific for the test's intended clinical application. Therefore, a test developed using the cleared instrument would still be considered an LDT and would still require validation to establish performance under CLIA. In 2013, two NGS-based diagnostic tests for cystic fibrosis, in which no component is laboratory developed, were FDA cleared. For these tests, under CLIA, clinical laboratories are not required to perform a validation but must verify the ability to meet the performance specifications established by the manufacturer.
During the validation process, the laboratory must establish the following performance characteristics: accuracy, precision, analytic sensitivity, analytic specificity, reportable range, reference range, and any other characteristics that are necessary to define test performance (26) . The definitions traditionally used for these performance characteristics, as described in the CLIA regulations, were originally developed for quantitative single-analyte tests, such as quantitation of blood glucose. Establishment of these characteristics for an NGS assay that is capable of detecting a potentially unlimited number of targets can be challenging. Instead, a method-based validation that can identify and reduce potential sources of error has been suggested as an alternative approach (11) . Several groups have recently provided updated definitions and guidance for establishment of these analytical performance characteristics as applied to NGS (9, 20, 21, 26, 27) ; these are summarized in Table 1 . These and other proposed frameworks for clinical NGS implementation divide the analytical validation process into three phases: test development, assay validation, and quality management (18, 26) (Fig. 2) .
The test development phase involves iterative cycles of testing until all assay conditions and bioinformatics pipeline settings are optimized and a standard operating procedure for the entire workflow is established. The formal assay validation is the phase when required assay performance specifications (e.g., accuracy, precision, etc.) are established using an appropriate number and diversity of sample types (e.g., representative pathogen types in clinical matrices of interest) and assay conditions (e.g., different operators) to demonstrate that the assay can accurately identify the sequence information the test is designed to detect (e.g., identification of a pathogen, variant calling, etc.). During validation, it is important to establish appropriate QC procedures for the entire testing process, including both the wet-lab and the dry-lab components (18, 26) (Fig. 1) .
Quality control procedures monitor whether each component of an assay functions properly and delivers accurate results. The QC procedures should be designed to confirm that the previously established performance specifications are met for each run of a patient sample, and if a change occurs, it may be an indication of an error in the testing process. Examples of QC metrics useful for monitoring NGS tests performance include DNA quality and quantity, quality scores, depth and uniformity of read coverage, GC bias, strand bias, along with a variety of other applicationspecific metrics for the data processing and analysis steps (18) (19) (20) 26) . Use of these QC parameters can help ensure that no sample or sequence data move forward in the testing process without meeting the laboratory-established minimum quality standards. Quality assurance procedures, such as use of confirmatory testing with a separate clinically validated method (e.g., an orthogonal or gold standard method) may be necessary to reduce the risk of errors or to exclude the possibility of contamination (11, 18, 26) . This is of particular importance when the assay's analytic false-positive rate is high or not yet well established and for assays intended for pathogen discovery or clinical detection of unusual or unexpected agents (11, 18) . In some cases, the high discriminatory power of NGS can result in assays that are more sensitive than other tests, and there may be no orthogonal or gold standard method to confirm the results. In these instances, other methods may be used, such as seeking independent replicates across different CLIA laboratories using similar or different NGS technologies. CLIA precludes the use of research-based PCR or other types of testing as the orthogonal method.
Following validation, the test should be considered "locked down" and cannot be changed. Any changes to the assay, such as changes in instrumentation, specimen types, reagents, and/or sample preparation kit, software updates, or other modifications, require that performance specifications be reestablished or otherwise shown to be unchanged by a validation study (26) . The extent of revalidation will depend on the extent of the change. For example, changes that do not affect the test process, such as replacement of a depleted reagent, will likely not require a revalidation, only confirmation that the established performance specifications are not altered by the change. For a more extensive change, such as the inclusion of new targets to an existing gene panel or an update to the bioinformatics pipeline, a broader revalidation will be necessary to ensure the capability to detect new sequence targets without compromising the quality of the original assay.
NGS platforms, software, reference databases, and bioinformatics pipelines are continuously evolving and updated frequently. These changes will present a challenge for clinical laboratories that are required to maintain a validated assay. In some instances, it may only be necessary to reestablish performance specifications at or after certain steps in the process, depending on what the change has affected. For example, if only the bioinformatics pipeline is altered, it may not be necessary to revalidate the wet-lab process steps. A particular challenge when using Webbased software tools and databases for sequence analysis is that these resources are frequently updated, and these updates are not always announced or obvious. If using Web-based tools that are not archived and versioned online, it has been recommended that clinical laboratories consider bringing the software tools in-house so that modifications can be versioned, documented, and referenced for each test that is performed, as well as to ensure that clinical laboratories can reproduce results (16) .
CONSIDERATIONS FOR NGS REFERENCE MATERIALS AND PROFICIENCY TESTING
Reference materials (RMs) represent a variety of material types, including certified or standard reference materials, quality control materials, and calibrators (28) . RMs are essential for the evaluation of both the wet-and dry-lab NGS process steps. They are also used for test development and validation, as QC materials, and for PT. It is recommended that RMs resemble patient specimens as closely as possible (29) . For example, well-characterized biological reference organisms (e.g., bacterial strains) can be spiked into appropriate clinical matrices to assess each step in the NGS testing process from DNA extraction to data analysis. Extracted genomic DNA, along with corresponding well-characterized reference sequence data, is also a useful RM, as it can be incorporated into QC procedures; however, this material would not measure the success of DNA extraction. There is a need to develop RMs for the variety of pathogenic organisms that are relevant to the public health and the clinical laboratory setting. To address these needs, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is currently working to develop RMs for bacterial genomic sequencing. The strains chosen are relevant to food safety and clinical microbiology NGS applications and represent diverse genome sizes, plasmid contents, and GC contents (10) . Other RMs that may be useful for NGS for validation and evaluation of the bioinformatics pipeline include synthetic DNA samples, such as plasmids containing known variants that can be engineered to represent a broad range of sequences and variant types or synthetic "armored RNA" capsids that can be used to simulate infectious viral particles spiked into clinical matrices; and electronic or digital reference materials, such as curated benchmark data sets (i.e., well-characterized and complete genome data sets derived from a variety of organisms relevant to clinical and public health microbiology) (10, 11, 16, 30) .
Clinical laboratories are required to demonstrate the independent assessment of test performance through proficiency testing. This can be achieved by participation in formal PT programs, in which blinded samples are provided to a laboratory that performs testing and the results are used for the as- (20, 21, 26) .
Reference sequences used can be derived from samples with well-characterized genomic DNA, synthetic DNA, or reference data sets (26) ; accuracy may be calculated by: (TP ϩ TN)/(TP ϩ FP ϩ FN ϩ TN) (20) .
Precision
Degree to which a repeated measurement (e.g., sequence analyses) gives same result: repeatability (within-run precision) and reproducibility (betweenrun precision) (21, 26) .
Repeatability (within-run precision): degree to which the same result(s) is obtained in sequencing the same sample many times under the same conditions (i.e., sequencing of same samples by same operator and/or detection instrument in replicates within a run) (9, 20, 21) . Precision is typically expressed numerically by measures of imprecision, including standard deviation, variance, or coefficient of variation under specified measurement conditions (21) .
Reproducibility (between-run precision): degree to which the same result(s) is obtained for a sample when sequencing is performed by multiple operators, with multiple lots of reagents, on more than one instrument, and if applicable, at multiple sites/testing locations (i.e., sequencing same samples between/among different operators, on different runs, and/or detection instruments) (9, 20, 21 (20, 27 ).
Assay's LOD is associated with analytical sensitivity. Establishment of the LOD is critical for sequencing assays used to detect the presence of low-level variants or sequences (e.g., viral quasispecies, mixed populations, metagenomics approaches, etc.) (27) . For NGS, the LOD can be defined as the minimum amount of input material proportional to the total material available for which all replicates are consistently positive for a defined sequence target (20) .
Recommendation for microbial variant detection: use of mixtures of strains with known variants and wild-type strains at different percentages and at low, medium, and high levels (e.g., viral loads) (9). Recommendation for microbial identification: use of serial dilutions of a known pathogen(s) in a clinically relevant matrix to establish the minimum coverage needed to detect the pathogen(s) (9) . Analytic specificity Probability that the assay will not detect a target (e.g., targeted sequence region or variant) when that target is not present in the sample (20, 21, 26) ; the falsepositive rate is a useful measurement for the specificity of sequencing assays (i.e., dividing true negatives by the sum of true negatives plus false positives: TN/[TN ϩ FP]) (20, 21, 26 ).
Establishment of specificity should include considerations for interfering substances that may be found in the sample (21, 27) .
It may be impractical to calculate specificity for sequencing approaches designed to detect any and all potential pathogens present in a sample (e.g., unbiased sequencing/metagenomics) (20) . Recommendation for microbial variant detection and microbial identification: estimation of the false-positive rate should be evaluated at various read depths (20) . Reportable range Region(s) of the sequenced genome(s) for which sequence of an acceptable quality can be derived by the laboratory test (21, 26) .
Reportable range is not traditionally applicable to qualitative assays; however, this parameter can be interpreted to describe the regions of the genome (e.g., genes, and/or targeted regions) that are sequenced and included in the analysis (27) or from which information is drawn for comparison or attribution.
Reference range/ intervals
Reportable sequence variants or targeted regions that the assay can detect and are expected to occur in a reference population (normal values) (21, 26) .
Reference range is not traditionally applicable to qualitative assays; however, this parameter can be interpreted to describe the types of sequence variants that can occur at a genomic region/position in a reference population (e.g., single-nucleotide variants, insertions or deletions, or other structural variant) (21) and can also describe the reference sequence(s) used for analysis and interpretation of results (27) .
a TP, true positive; TN, true negative; FP, false positive; FN, false negative; LOD, limit of detection.
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December 2016 Volume 54 Number 12 jcm.asm.org 2861 Journal of Clinical Microbiology sessment of interlaboratory performance. If a formal PT program is not available for a particular test, alternate assessment activities, for example, a sample exchange with a laboratory performing similar tests, can be utilized (31, 32) . Due to the extremely large variety of possible target sequences, use of a methods-based evaluation of interlaboratory performance, rather than traditional analyte-specific PT, has been recommended for clinical NGS applications (26, 31, 33) . The CAP currently offers methods-based PT challenges for germ line and somatic variants for human molecular genetic testing. These CAP PT challenges were designed to be applicable to laboratories that use a variety of sequencing platforms and test applications, with plans to further emphasize bioinformatics-based challenges moving forward (33) . It is anticipated that the lessons learned from these PT challenges will help inform the development of CAP PT challenges for NGS-based assays for infectious diseases (http://www.captodayonline.com/3-new-ngs -surveys-cap-2016-pt-launchpad/). The European Molecular Genetics Quality Network also offers a NGS pilot sequencing and dry-lab schemes for human genetic testing (http://www.emqn.org /emqn/Home). Following a survey to guide the development of PT for bacterial whole-genome sequencing (34), the Global Microbial Identifier (GMI) launched their 2015 PT for NGS (http: //www.globalmicrobialidentifier.org/Workgroups/About-the -GMI-Proficiency-Test-2015). The test, for which enrollment closed in November 2015, focused on Salmonella enterica, Escherichia coli, and Staphylococcus aureus. Three types of testing material were provided to participants for analysis: 6 bacterial cultures (two Salmonella enterica, two Escherichia coli, and two Staphylococcus aureus strains), prepared DNA from the same bacterial strains, and whole-genome sequence data sets from each of the strains. The PT contained three optional components that included an assessment of the laboratory's DNA preparation and sequencing procedures, the sequencing output, and the procedures used to identify variants and distinguish samples based on those variants. The overarching goals of this PT challenge are to better understand how to quantify differences among laboratories that perform whole-genome sequencing, assess the reliability of results, and improve NGS data that are uploaded to databases. A report summarizing the results of the GMI PT challenge will be published following completion of the challenge. The GMI PT challenge is limited to bacterial whole-genome sequencing, and the results will not directly apply to other applications (e.g., viral sequencing, metagenomics, infectious disease diagnostics, etc.); however, the challenge is an important step toward the development of PT for NGS-based testing in clinical and public health laboratories.
NEED FOR ADDITIONAL STANDARDS AND GUIDANCE FOR CLINICAL MICROBIOLOGY AND PUBLIC HEALTH NGS
There have been a variety of activities focused on the development of resources, reference materials, and guidance for the transition of NGS into the clinical laboratory (17, 18, 26, 33) . While the majority of these efforts have focused on human molecular genetic testing applications, many of the principles and guidelines that have been developed are also applicable to clinical microbiology and public health laboratories. One example of this overlap is the variant-calling process. Comparative microbial genomic applications (e.g., identification of genomic variants for phylogenetic analysis, comparative genomics, or outbreak investigations), like human genetic testing, rely on variant calling for the elucidation of nucleotide-level organismal differences (10) .
Standardized methods for performance evaluation and reporting of variants are critical due to the various potential sources for error in the sequencing and variant-calling processes, as well as the need for consistency between laboratories. Best practice guidelines for variant-calling methods for human and microbial genomics are available (10, 16) . Many of the recommendations and best practices to optimize the quality of the data used to generate variant calls are shared between human and microbial genomic NGS assays, including the recommendation to minimize amplification steps in library preparation (when applicable), use of paired-end sequencing, removal of duplicate reads, realignment around insertions and deletions, and recalibration of base quality scores (10, 16) .
Despite similarities to human testing for inherited disorders or development, assay validation, and quality management (18, 26) . This figure was adapted in part from frameworks that were previously described (18, 26) . SOP, standard operating procedure; QC, quality control; PT, proficiency testing; AA, alternate assessment.
cancer, there are unique challenges for the application of NGS to clinical infectious disease testing. For example, the use of de novo genome assembly, which is commonly used for microbial analysis, does not require a reference sequence or knowledge of the sample's sequence prior to NGS. However, similar to human testing, microbial identification, gene prediction, and variant analysis still require the use of a reference database. The development of public curated reference databases is required for successful pathogen identification and discovery of novel variants and genes (11, 12) . The database should include accurate annotations and high-quality reference sequences from relevant organisms (e.g., bacteria, viruses, fungi, yeasts, and parasites) that provide a true diversity of strains, including both current circulating organisms and older strains (11, 12 (35) . For infectious disease NGS-based diagnostic devices, the FDA, in collaboration with various federal agencies, has established the publically available FDA-ARGOS database (FDA dAtabase for Regulatory-Grade micrObial Sequences) that contains a set of validated regulatory-grade microbial genomic sequences that are intended to cover the diversity of circulating strains, including clinically and environmentally important microbes (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/231221). The database, which is still growing, is anticipated to be used by both diagnostic test manufacturers for assay development and by the FDA to support the regulatory review of NGS-based diagnostic devices (e.g., the use of the FDA-ARGOS sequences as an alternative comparator for clinical evaluation).
CONCLUSIONS
In 2015, the American Academy of Microbiology held a colloquium to begin defining the specific challenges and establishing recommendations for the transition of NGS from research to the clinical and public health laboratory setting. One of the recommendations from the colloquium report is that clinical microbiologists and other relevant stakeholders should work with representatives from organizations, including the FDA, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), NIH, CDC, and CAP, to develop specific guidelines for the validation of NGS-based diagnostic assays (12, 30) . There is a need for pathogen-specific guidance for the validation and QC procedures unique to the variety of etiological agents that can be detected using NGS (e.g., bacteria, viruses, fungi, yeasts, and parasites). Likewise, the diversity of NGS applications in the clinical and public health microbiology laboratory (e.g., surveillance, genotypic antimicrobial resistance prediction, direct detection of unknown disease-associated pathogens in clinical specimens, investigation of microbial population diversity in the human host, and comparative genomics approaches, like strain typing) require unique considerations for assuring the quality of sequence results (9-11). NGS technologies have been commercially available for over a decade, and microbial genomes can be fully sequenced in hours for pennies per base; however, a widespread clinical diagnostic role for NGS has yet to be realized. No clinical microbiology NGS tests have been approved by the FDA, and the limited number of clinical infectious disease NGS-based assays currently offered are being performed as LDTs. The FDA is beginning to evaluate the critical components for the clearance/approval of infectious disease NGS-based assays, particularly for pathogen identification and detection of antimicrobial resistance markers, and it has published both a discussion paper and draft guidance describing the current considerations for the approaches for approval/clearance of NGS diagnostic devices for clinical microbiology (23, 30, 36) .
In the absence of FDA-approved/cleared assays, clinical laboratories must validate their assays in-house. Performing a CLIA validation for microbial NGS-based tests is complex, and the establishment of validation standards and guidelines will help with the transition of NGS tests into clinical laboratories. Clinical microbiology laboratories need user-friendly bioinformatics tools, sufficient training, comprehensive curated microbial databases, and standard reference materials, like those being developed by the NIST, for test development, validation, and for QC and PT procedures used to establish and monitor test quality. The development of these standards and tools will require the collaboration of a multidisciplinary team, including laboratories, clinicians, manufacturers of platforms and reagents, software developers, professional organizations, and state and government agencies.
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